What software system(s) are you using to cover your sustainability requirements?

The Software & Systems team at Anthesis focuses on software solutions, solution development, implementation, and defining and integrating business processes.

We support IT-oriented employees, working in any sector, who are looking for software coverage, business process optimization and improved data structures across different areas of sustainability.

Most organizations run large ERP systems, like Oracle or SAP, to cover core and standard processes for financials, supply chain management and logistics. On top of these, they operate smaller and tailored systems inside their business units, which can often be simple Excel and Word spreadsheets. To increase efficiency and avoid compliance-related risks, it is crucial for a company to fully understand the strategy, requirements, process flows, data structures and software landscape of a business unit and its sustainability requirements.

The Software & Systems team at Anthesis offer large off-the-shelf software implementations, smaller point solutions and very small, but hugely customizable solutions, along with business process operations support closely combined with Anthesis’ strategic consulting expertise.

Anthesis-owned (or part-owned) software

Supplier Network

Description
We offer software platform and program management services to enable you to productively engage with suppliers (or others). The platform is aimed at fostering collaboration, driving innovation, capturing qualitative and quantitative data from the connected communities, sharing best practice, supporting group-buying activities, enhancing loyalty and the sense of community, and providing richer communications between the engaged parties.

This software adds value by enabling:
- Sustainability communication
- Online training
- E-learning
- Guidelines
- Questionnaires
- Managed events
- Webinars
- Workshops
- Forums
- Buying clubs

This is particularly suited to you if your role is in:
- Procurement
- Materials management
- Sustainability management

For further information, contact:
Craig Simmons, Chief Technical Advisor
Craig.Simmons@anthesisgroup.com
M: +44 (0)7739 803 047
Anthesis software services

Anthesis services areas that relate directly to business processes and solutions.

External solutions, like SAP, Oracle, thinkstep and Enablon. Anthesis delivers design, implementation and integration services.

Anthesis owned solutions, mainly delivered as a managed service in cooperation with the client.

Anthesis implementation services

Anthesis business process operations

Supply chain network
- Upstream communication
- Material flow efficiency
- Sustainable procurement

Product and material compliance
- RoHS
- OSA
- REACH
- Prop65
- IPC1752A
- Supplier declarations
- Conflict minerals

Sustainable chemistry
- Volume tracking
- Dangerous Goods
- REACH, TSCA, DSL / NDSL
- Safety data sheets
- Packaging / product labelling
- Dossiers, registrations, Only Representatives (OR)

EHS compliance
- GMP
- EHS training
- Waste / recycling
- OHSAS18001
- ISO14001, 45001, 50001
- Auditing / operational control

Sustainability reporting
- Sustainability strategies (KPIs)
- Stakeholder management
- Peers / competitor benchmarking
- Reporting structure and layout (CSR, CDP, GRI, DJSI, Scope 3)

Footprinting
- Carbon, water, energy, costs, GHG footprint
- Life Cycle Assessments (LCAs)
- Products, suppliers, sites footprint
- Efficiency hotspots
Compliance Suite

Description
This is a cloud-based tool, operated by Anthesis, for collection and management of material compliance declarations based upon industry standard IPC1752A (and IEC62474). The system structures and stores all compliance-relevant information for raw materials and finished products and allows you to draw compliance reports and roll a compliance status up from the bottom to the top of a bill of material.

This software adds value by supporting compliance related to:
RoHS • REACH • conflict minerals • full material disclosure • prohibited substance lists

This is particularly suited to you if your role is in:
Material compliance engineering • materials management • procurement

For further information, contact:
Jason Gooden, Partner and Practice Leader – Software & Systems
Jason.Gooden@anthesisgroup.com
T: +1 (303) 462 0040

Footprinter™

Description
Based on software called Footprinter™, the Green Design App is a Streamlined LCA approach that allows product designers to carry out sustainability assessments. The Green Operations App is used for distributed data collection and powerful analytics, enabling corporate reporting to schemes such as CDP, DJSI and GRI.

This software adds value by supporting in relation to:
Green design • LCA • green operations • reporting

This is particularly suited to you if your role is in:
Sustainability • product design • EHS operations

For further information, contact:
Alan Spray
Global Head of Analytics
Alan.Spray@anthesisgroup.com
M: +44 (0)7557 558 827
W: https://footprinter.com/

Supply Chain Transparency

Description
We offer software which enables you to identify exposure of suppliers to environmental and social challenges. It enables you to gain a real picture of the current situation, potential risks and the ability to establish mitigating actions – extended to all geographies, materials and sectors.

This software adds value by supporting in relation to:
Supply chain • transparency • traceability • ESG risks • supplier screening

This is particularly suited to you if your role is in:
Supply chain management • procurement

For further information, contact:
Fiona Place, Associate Director
Fiona.Place@anthesisgroup.com
M: +44 (0)1736 732 317

Auditing Suite

Description
This is a cloud-based tool, operated by Anthesis, for management and operational control of legal registers and audit reports. The system structures EHS-related data in a central system, across different divisions and facilities and allows you to dashboard, search and query related items.

This software adds value by supporting in relation to:
EHS compliance • ISO14001 • ISO50001, ISO45001 • OHSAS18001 • GMP • EHS training

This is particularly suited to you if your role is in:
EHS management • audit management • quality management

For further information, contact:
Wolfgang Wick
Associate Director – Software & Systems
Wolfgang.Wick@anthesisgroup.com
M: +49 (0)1736 732 317

Matt Wood
Managing Director - Anthesis Mosaic
Matt.Wood@anthesisgroup.com

Mosaic
**RiskHorizon™**

**Description**
This software enables evaluation of business exposure to sustainability risks related to specific geographies, materials and/or sectors. It quantifies the risk exposure relating to assets, investments, enterprise transactions, operations and supply chains.

This software adds value by supporting in relation to:
- ESG screening
- risk profiles
- risk impacts
- long-term strategy
- monetization of risks and opportunities

This is particularly suited to you if your role is in:
- Investment
- risk management
- supply chain management
- C-Level
- procurement

**For further information, contact:**
Fiona Place  
Associate Director  
Fiona.Place@anthesisgroup.com  
M: +44 (0)7876 662 528  
W: https://www.risk-horizon.com/

---

**External Software**

**ERP, PLM, SCM etc.**

**Description**
We offer mid-scale to large-scale software solutions covering core and standard business processes, highly integrated to other business areas, including financials, supply chain, product lifecycle and product development. This better enables integrated reporting and sustainability performance management.

---

**About Anthesis**

Anthesis is a global sustainability services and solutions provider, which believes that commercial success and sustainability go hand in hand. We develop financially driven sustainability strategies, underpinned by technical expertise and delivered by innovative collaborative teams across the world.